Figure 5-397.402
Conduit System For _______________


Revised 05-24-2012
At the Transverse Section, Centering Device Detail – Side View, Hanger Assembly and Junction Box Details:
added numbered note “Ω” to all locations that reference the Concrete Inserts.

Under GENERAL NOTES: Changed all instances of Mn/DOT SPEC. to SPEC.

Revised 02-23-2011
At CONDUIT HANGER DETAIL: Replaced the single nut with a “Double Nut” to the bolt and the threaded hanger rod. Also added - See Detail “A”

Added: DETAIL “A” to the sheet showing a larger detail of the “Double Nut” connections.

Under GENERAL NOTES: Added numbered note: ® DOUBLE NUTS OR JAM NUTS OR LOCK NUT.

Revised 03-02-2005
At CENTER DEVICE DETAIL – SIDE VIEW: changed BOTTOM OF SLAB to BOTTOM OF DECK

At LONGITUDINAL SECTION: changed drawing of curved rod anchorage at expansion device to bar-rods.

Approved, and signed, September 26, 2003.